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Aspectival reference

There is a grain of truth in what relativists say about the content of ‘it’s tasty’ – it’s not about the speaker
(nor about judges, nor does it involve a presupposition of commonality) – but perspectival facts can explain
all this.

The reason is: taste, colour and sound properties of things are extrinsic, and different taste / sound /
colour profiles belong to the same thing; these are perspectival entities, lesser entities, and they being
the truthmakers of the relativistic claims explains in what sense their perception is part of how the world
reveals itself to us and how the incompatibility of different perspectives is not at bottom one of content, but
of mode.

My broader aim is to characterise a genuinely metaphysical form of relativistic content, where each party
states a perspectival fact, and is thus epistemically faultless. Because the different perspectival facts are still
grounded in the same item of reality, there nevertheless is something for the contestants to disagree about.

We should avoid the postulation of mysterious standards and codes, and take the truthmakers of relative
judgments to be secondary qualities – real, but non-fundamental properties of the external world. Faultless
disagreement is not somuch about truth itself (otherwise it could not be faultless), but about the truthmakers
of our ascriptions of secondary qualities. When you and I disagree about whether liquorice is delicious,
we represent different perspectival facts – in this sense, our disagreement is faultless. It is, however, still a
disagreement about some real properties of liquorice, those responsible for you finding it tasteful and me
finding it disgusting, and it is in these independently and objectively existing properties that our respective
perspectival objects are grounded.

Compare utterance ( ) with utterance ( ):

p.
The right thing to think about these matters, according to me, is: p.

Plausibly, many utterances of commit me to . In cases where I could not correctly (ie. truly) utter
but still utter , the sincerity condition for assertions is violated. But contrast and with the following
utterances of my interlocutor:

’ ¬p.
’ The right thing to think about these matters, according to me, is: ¬p.

While ’ contradicts , ’ does not contradict .

There is a difference between having a disagreement and stating that one has a disagreement.

Different Types of Normativity

As avid lovers (and producers) of distinctions, philosophers tend to take a quite callous, ‘the-more-the-
better’ attitude towards them: rare a philosopher who cannot be argued into making yet another distinc-



tion. Sometimes, this is wishful thinking: distinctions are not just between things, but also within some
envelopping category, and thus making them brings with it the obligation to explain what the common-
ality between the things distinguished consists in. Unfortunately, the menu of options is quite limited:
ambiguity, polysemy, specification on the linguistic side, determinate/determinable, species/genus or per-
haps kind/sub-kind as metaphysical options. Even when none of the available options looks plausible,
distinctions are still being made.

Distinguishing different ‘types’ of normativity well illustrates this conundrum. When we say, of Sam, that
he is epistemically but not morally good, for example, are we making a distinction such as between, e.g.,
him being good-at reasoning but not so good-at acting (or perhaps: behaving morally?), or rather that he is a
better reasoner than a moral agent, or rather that he is “good” in the epistemic sense but not in the moral
sense? The most popular way of drawing the distinction introduces further complications: saying that his
reasoning, but not his acting deserves praise, not only forgets that his reasoning is part of his acting, but
also assumes that it is the same thing (‘praise’) he deserves for the one but not the other. Not only do we
rarely praise people for their reasoning, but even when we do, we do not generally exhort them, but simply
acknowledge that their reasoning is well, i.e. competently (and sometimes even skillfully) done. Whether
they should do it at all, or even should do it well if they do it at all, is left open by our registration of its
quality.

It is in this sense that we should understand our talk of “appropriateness”, “correction” and “truth”: an
appropriate reaction is not a reaction we should have, or are obliged to have, but a reaction that is un-
derstandable and which, for this reason, we are not criticisable to have. “Appropriate” epistemic actions,
however, differ from other non-criticisable actions (such as hobbies) in another way: they are reactions,
i.e. responses to outside triggers. For such a reaction, we may be criticisable in two ways: for having a
reaction at all, and for having the type of reaction we have. We thus get two different types of epistemic
norms and the appropriateness of the reaction is thus the joint outcome of two factors:

• it must be caused by (and justifiable in terms of) an appropriate cognitive base, which is directed at the
representational / direct objects and represents them as being a certain way;

• it must be accompanied by an affective feeling or cognitive attitude that is the right kind of reaction to the
right kind of intentional / formal object.

Because we account for the ephemeral or non-canonical objects in terms of seeing-as, we may characterise
them as manifestations, in virtue of the perception of which we perceive the things they are manifestations
of, avoiding postulating necessary connections between distinct existences. My relation to the value I see
exemplified is passive, reactive, mind-to-world rather than world-to-mind. Our access to value thus is
Schelerian Wertfühlen rather than neo-sentimentalist ‘construction’.

Representational properties, being intrinsic, are not had in virtue of things outside the entities that have
them. They are relational, however, in two ways: in virtue of reaching out to their direct objects, if
any, and in virtue of being representations of these objects as such and such. It is this second feature,
representation-as, which accounts for perspectivality, and the perspectivality is located in the mode of the
activity described under (ii) above, in the way it is done. The content-conditions for representation-as have
a two-fold structure: To represent something a as F , I must be appropriately related to a item external to the
representation (this may be a ‘proposition’, a ‘state of affairs’, a perceptual situation, an object, a plan) and
my standing in this relation to the external item must be an appropriate reaction to it (serious, non-lucky,
veridical, non-perverse, not practically irrational). We may call the first item the cognitive base, and the
second the attitude taken up towards it.
The appropriateness of the reaction is thus the joint outcome of two factors:

. I am not sure that such acknowledgment deserves to be called “praise”, but intuitions (and cultural practices) may well vary
here.



• it must be caused by (and justifiable in terms of) an appropriate cognitive base, which is directed at the
representational / direct objects and represents them as being a certain way;

• it must be accompanied by an affective feeling that is the right kind of reaction to the right kind of
intentional / formal object.

The two factors are intertwined in that the intentional object is the representational object as perceived a
certain way.

Under what circumstances is the reaction to the cognitive base appropriate? The answer exhibits again
the double structure sketched above: the reaction must be caused by (and justifiable in terms of) its base,
and it attitude must match its formal object, i.e. the axiological property it attributes and in terms of
which it is individuated. The double structure of representational states, reaching out to something beyond
themselves and at the same time situating us with respect to it, allows for two types of failure to meet
the characteristic content-conditions for the respective state: either the failure concerns a mislocation of
ourselves (wrong direct object), or a constitutive condition on the attitude in question fails to be met (wrong
formal object). What this means concretely depends on the form the content-conditions take:

. Judgements have success-conditions: My judgement of a to beF is successful iff I succeed in referring
to a and in predicating F of it. Two types of failure are possible:
(a) Wrong direct object: I do not refer to a (but to something else or to nothing at all) or do not

predicate of it to be F (but to be something else, or nothing at all).
(b) Wrong formal object: I do not succeed in commiting myself to a’s being F , but perform some

other action or no action at all.
. Beliefs have truth-conditions: My belief that a is F is true iff Fa. Beliefs are criticisable on two
grounds:
(a) Wrong direct object: it is not true that a is F .
(b) Wrong formal object: my belief falls short of knowledge, i.e. has not the right genesis to be a

manifestation of my desire for truth.
. Perceptual experiences have veridicality-conditions: My perceptual experience of a as F is veridical
iff I am visually presented with a and see it as F . Two types of perceptual ‘error’ may be distin-
guished:
(a) Wrong direct object (illusion): While I do have a perceptual experiences as of a being F , I am

either not visually presented to a or do not see it as F .
(b) Wrong formal object (hallucination): My state cannot be characterised as one of perceiving.

. Emotions have appropriateness-conditions: My emotion of type T towards a is appropriate iff a
exhibits the formal object of emotions of type T . Two types of error:
(a) Wrong direct object: My fear is not directed at the dog or the dog, at which my fear is directed,

is not in fact dangerous.
(b) Wrong formal object: I see the dangerous dog, but I don’t see it as dangerous. While I am

struck by the right value (dangerousness), I don’t react in the right way (by fear).
. Desires have satisfaction-conditions: My desire to ϕ is satisfied iff I want to ϕ and I ϕ . Again, two
types of error are possible:
(a) Wrong direct object (akrasia): I can ϕ , but do not ϕ .
(b) Wrong formal object: I ϕ , but I don’t do it as a my plan. While I realise my plan, I don’t react

in the right way to my ϕ -ing, i.e. I do not see it as the satisfaction of my desire.

Whenever there is a mismatch between attitude and the intended formal object, I dishonour a certain
value. Because the attitude itself is voluntary, and can be withhold, the standard of correctness is internal
to it and conditional on my having the attitude. This explains why the normativity of the mental, contrary
to what is often held, is never a matter of some mental state being obligatory (under some circumstances),
but exclusively a question of its being permissible (or perhaps good) to be in such a state (cf. Blum ).



That emotions and beliefs, e.g., are optional in this sense means that they are only internally criticisable,
and that the values that justify the (conditional) norms governing them are in some sense ‘internal’ to them.

For belief and emotion, the falsity of prescriptivism is demonstrated by the blamelessness of two familiar
philosophical characters, the Sceptic and the Stoic respectively: the Sceptic acknowledges things as true,
but does not react with belief, ‘stays with appearances’, even though belief would be appropriate. She
is blameless, even though perhaps criticisable for not doing as well as she can (though such a criticism
certainly requires substantial philosophical argument). The Stoic, on the other hand, acknowledges things
as offensive/dangerous etc. but does not react with anger/fear etc – he stays with ‘feelings of values’ (cannot
avoid being struck by them), but does not respond with an emotion that would be appropriate. From the
point of view of a long and honorable tradition, the Stoic is not only blameless, but indeed praisworthy –
certainly not a possibility an account of the nature of emotions should rule out!

While professing non-sense, wishful thinking, hallucination, psychopathic ‘emotions’ and the ‘desire’ for
water of the hydropic are not judgments, believings, perceptions, emotions and desires respectively, they
still stand under (and are criticisable in terms of) the same norms. This is a difficulty for disjunctivists who
cannot explain it just by the subjective indiscernibility of the two states. Formal objects fill in the lacuna:
even though hallucinations are not ‘failed’ perceptions, but something different altogether, they are still
subject to the same norms because they have the same formal object as perceptions. In the same way you
can be afraid of spiders, but only if you are afraid of them as dangerous, you can hallucinate unicorns, but
only if you see them as existing.

Lessons from Deontic Logic

Double interpretation / systematic ambiguity:

If we say ‘No smoking’ or ‘Smoking is prohibited’ or even ‘You ought not to smoke here’ what
we say can be interpreted in at least two ways: either as the direct expression of a prohibition or
as a statement informing the listener about the existence of such a prohibition among certain
– for the most part unspecified – regulations. According to the first interpretation ‘you ought
not to smoke here’ is a sentence in the mood of prohibition, that is, in the mood of negative
obligation, and thus expresses a genuine norm. According to the second interpretation it is
a factual statement about a norm, which is true or false, as the case may be. This distinction
has, by the way, been made a corner-stone in the legal philosophy of Professor Hedenius of
Uppsala. I incorporate it in the formalized logic of normative systems by distinguishing be-
tween a (‘genuine’) modal interpretation of a norm sentence ‘Op’ and a factual interpretation
of it, which may be expressed by the formula Op ∈ S (‘p is obligatory in S’), where S denotes
a (possibly unspecified) system of norms.” (Stenius : )
…the laws (principles, rules), which are peculiar to this logic, concern logical properties of the
norms themselves, which are then reflected in logical properties of norm-propositions. Thus,
in a sense, the ‘basis’ of Deontic Logic is a logical theory of prescriptively interpreted O- and
P- expressions. (von Wright : )
…deontic sentences exhibit a characteristic ambiguity. One and the same form of words may
be used for giving a norm and for stating that a norm to such and such effect has been given
(exists). In the former case the sentence is used prescriptively, in the second descriptively. (von
Wright : )
…most deontic logicians accept that there is a fundamental distinction to be made, and find
themselves in the uncomfortable position – indeed the unprincipled and close to inconsistent
one – of conceding that norms do not bear truth-values, but hoping that for the purposes of
logic they may, for some mysterious reason, be treated as if they did. (Makinson : )
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